We consider the problem of reliable data dissemination in the context of wireless sensor networks. For some application scenarios, reliable data dissemination to all nodes is necessary for propagating code updates, queries, and other sensitive information in wireless sensor networks. Epidemic algorithms are a natural approach for reliable distribution of information in such ad hoc, decentralized, and dynamic environments. In this paper we show the applicability of epidemic algorithms in the context of wireless sensor environments, and provide a comparative performance analysis of the three variants of epidemic algorithms in terms of message delivery rate, average message latency, and messaging overhead on the network.
Introduction
Recent advances in digital and analog electronics and wireless radio communications have enabled wireless sensor networks to be used for many interesting and new applications such as real-time remote monitoring and control, military surveillance, environmental monitoring, healthcare management, and construction safety. The realization of wireless sensor networks, however, poses a lot of challenges in system and network design, algorithm and protocol design, and query language and database design. One such challenge in wireless sensor networks is efficient and effective dissemination of information to all or a group of sensor nodes in the network. This is not an easy task since the number of nodes in a sensor network can be quite huge and the environment is dynamic, i.e., nodes can die or move, and thus topology can change constantly. Also depending on the application, the information to be disseminated can originate at a single node, such as the base station, or at multiple nodes, such as sensor nodes themselves.
A class of algorithms, called epidemic algorithms, have been successfully used in disseminating information in the context of various other systems. These systems are usually decentralized and distributed systems such as replicated databases. The distributed and decentralized nature of wireless sensor networks implies that the epidemic algorithms can also be applied in the context of sensor networks. However, unlike the powerful computing devices of today, sensor nodes in a sensor network are much restricted in terms of computation power and communication capability.
The goal of this paper is to investigate the use and performance of some classes of epidemic algorithms in the context of wireless sensor networks for a specific application scenario where all nodes are interested in receiving information messages originating from sensor nodes. Our evaluations are based on simulations, and we have used the TOSSIM sensor network simulator for this purpose. TOSSIM is an event-driven simulation tool; an application code written in the TOSSIM environment can also work on real sensor nodes running TinyOS operating system.
In a TOSSIM environment, we implemented three different types of epidemic algorithms: a pull-based algorithm, a push-based algorithm, and a pull-push based algorithm. We did extensive simulation experiments to compare the performance of these three types of epidemic algorithms. The performance metrics that we have used for this comparison include message delivery rate, average message latency, and the number of redundant messages seen in the network.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, various forms of epidemic algorithms are explained and discussed briefly. In Section 3, we outline the existing approaches to dissemination of information in sensor networks. In Section 4 we provide our methodology and in Section 5 we provide our simulation results and the related discussions. Finally, in Section 6 we give our conclusions.
Epidemic algorithms
Epidemic algorithms [1] are related to the theory of epidemics, which describes a theoretical model for the spread of diseases. Epidemic algorithms follow the model of nature to spread information and define simple rules for information to flow between nodes of a network. An epidemic round (or cycle) is defined as the interval of time during which two nodes exchange information. In each epidemic round, a node chooses a communication partner. In our study the choice of communication partner is done randomly from the set of neighboring nodes.
Epidemic algorithms can be differentiated from each other by their style of communication between neighboring nodes. Following are the three main styles of communication used by epidemic algorithms:
• Pull based epidemic algorithms. A node asks a selected neighbor for new information. The node will receive new information only if the neighbor has new information.
• Push based epidemic algorithms. A node with new information sends the information to a selected neighbor.
• Pull-push based epidemic algorithms. These algorithms are a combination of the two models described above. A node employing such an algorithm sends information to a selected neighbor when it has some information available; it also asks and receives new information from the selected neighbor if the neighbor has new information.
The information to be disseminated from a node is first stored at a cache in the node. Even though the information has been transmitted to a neighbor, it stays there for a while before getting deleted. Each class of epidemic algorithms can further be categorized with respect to the scheme used in deciding when to delete the information from the cache. The following are some schemes that can be used for this purpose:
• Blind deletion scheme. A node deletes the information message from its message cache based only on its internal node state and based on a predetermined probability of deletion.
• Counter scheme. A node deletes an information message after k rounds. The parameter k is the value of the counter maintained at a sensor node.
• Coin scheme. A node deletes information with a probability of 1/k in each epidemic round. The parameter k is the value of the counter maintained at a sensor node and is decreased by one at every round.
Related work
Epidemic algorithms have been used in various applications and environments to disseminate information in a robust manner. These applications include maintenance of replicated databases [1] , updating code changes [2] , discovering resources [3] , and achieving ad hoc routing [4] . There is also data dissemination problem in the context of computer networks and a work in this area is the Network News Transfer Protocol [5] . Similar studies in wireless sensor networks area include SPIN [6] and directed diffusion [7] .
Some techniques to disseminate data in the context of replicated databases for providing consistency are discussed in the work Epidemic Algorithms for Replicated Database Maintenance [1] . These techniques include direct mailing, anti-entropy, and rumor mongering. In direct mailing, any change in a database is separately mailed to all other databases. Obviously, this is a simple method but it is inefficient in terms of the traffic incurred over the network. In the anti-entropy technique, a database chooses another database regularly to exchange data. This method requires resolving the differences between two databases and is therefore costly. In rumor mongering, when a database receives an update for the first time, the update becomes a ''hot rumor''. A database tends to deliver hot rumors as much as it can. If a hot rumor is known by most other databases, the algorithm stops spreading it. The antientropy method was implemented on the Xerox Corporate Network and resulted in impressive performance improvements, both in maintaining consistency and in reducing network traffic overhead [1] .
Trickle [2] is a mechanism designed for propagating and maintaining code updates in wireless sensor networks. In a sensor network using this scheme, tasks of sensor nodes are assigned through code updates, and all nodes in the network will have the same code to execute. A new code is propagated hop by hop to all nodes in the network. Since wireless sensor nodes have limited energy, maintenance costs of the code updates must be low. Another requirement is rapid propagation of updates, because some tasks may have to be activated as soon as possible and newly assigned tasks make the older ones obsolete. The update process should also be scalable and should work in a dynamic environment, which is the case for sensor net-works. The Trickle mechanism addresses all these issues by self-regulation and by observing code changes using metadata information. The metadata can be considered as the code summary of each sensor node, and the summary is exchanged regularly by using a technique called polite gossiping.
In ad hoc networks, since the topology may constantly change, flooding and its variants can be a good alternative for routing data messages from a single node to some other nodes, or for routing route discovery messages that are required during the route discovery phase of many ad hoc routing protocols like DSR [8] and AODV [9] . Gossiping [4] is also an alternative data dissemination strategy for this environment. In gossiping, nodes decide whether to forward a data message or not by looking to the result of tossing a coin with a predetermined probability.
Directed diffusion [7] is one of the data dissemination methods that is proposed for use in sensor networks. Directed diffusion is an example of data-centric routing where the content stored in a packet determines the route of the packet. The content stored in a packet is represented as a sequence of attribute-value pairs. A node that is interested in receiving data with some attributes indicates its interest to the network and this interest is disseminated. During this process, reverse paths are also set up. These reverse paths are then used to direct the information from the sensor nodes having the desired data towards the nodes interested in the information.
Another work on data dissemination on sensor networks is sensor protocols for information via negotiation (SPIN) [6] . It is an adaptive protocol and it tries to overcome some problems of flooding and gossiping based protocols. The main problems associated with flooding and gossiping are: implosion (i.e., a node is forced to get information twice from two different nodes), overlapping (i.e., a node is forced to get some subset of the information twice from two different nodes because of their overlapping regions), and resource blindness (i.e., nodes do not adopt energy saving schemes) [6] . SPIN uses data descriptors called meta-data for negotiation. These descriptors are smaller in size than actual data. In this way the overhead on the network is reduced both in terms of bandwidth and energy consumption.
The studies mentioned above are concerned with information dissemination in ad hoc and dynamic environments and in providing some schemes for efficient and effective dissemination of information in these kind of environments. There are also studies about the performance evaluation of the suggested schemes. A study similar to our work was conducted by Ganesan et al. [10] . In that study, empirical analysis of flooding is done for large scale multihop wireless sensor networks. The work also shows the effects of various layers of the protocol stack on the complexities of flooding as an epidemic algorithm. For this purpose, the authors define useful metrics for each layer. The metrics include providing some statistics on packet loss, effective communication range and link asymmetry for physical and link layers, contention rate, collusion ratio and latency for the MAC layer. The structures of routing trees constructed as a result of flooding technique are examined to analyze their effects on network and application layer performance. The results have implications for algorithm design and measurement. One of the conclusions states that simple protocols like flooding may incur unanticipated complexity due to the complex physical world. Another conclusion states that it is useful to make vertically integrated measurements to understand the contribution of the physical, medium access control, and application layers to application behavior. An interesting result also explains that the designed algorithms should use a probabilistic abstraction to model the connectivity in an ad hoc network. The last important conclusion is that protocols must be robust to asymmetry, because asymmetry is an expected issue in those environments. The work presented in [10] focuses on a simple epidemic algorithm, flooding. However, in this paper we are focusing on the performance of other epidemic algorithms.
Methodology and simulation model
We have evaluated the use of different types of epidemic algorithms in wireless sensor networks through simulations. For this purpose, we have used the TOSSIM simulator [11, 12] . We have implemented the epidemic routing protocols in nesC, which is the programming language of TinyOS [13] . TOSSIM is a bit-level simulator for TinyOS applications and it can simulate the entire TinyOS network stack. Tiny-OS [14] is an operating system designed for wireless sensor nodes. TOSSIM can compile directly from the TinyOS application code and in this way can enable code written for real sensor nodes to be used for simulations as well. We also used TinyOS's scripting language, Tython [15] , during the development and running of our simulations. Tython was helpful in setting up the test scenarios.
We have used the following metrics in comparing three types of epidemic algorithms: message delivery rate, message latency, and messaging overhead. We have observed the values of these metrics depending on the values of the following factors: maximum transmission range of sensor nodes, number of sensor nodes, buffer size in a sensor node, and epidemic interval length.
The scenario that we have used in our simulation experiments consists of a grid, covered with wireless sensor nodes. The grid structure used is a square with length of one side equal the square-root of the number of nodes used in the experiment. There is at most one node placed per grid cell. Each cell in the grid is a 10 · 10 unit 2 . Periodically, a randomly selected sensor node generates an information message to be disseminated to all other nodes in the network. We assume that only one node at a time generates new information. We also assume that all nodes in the network are interested in receiving the new information.
We have involved three different transmission ranges for the sensor nodes in our simulation experiments: 10, 15, and 20 units. We have used the disc radio model provided by TinyOS in defining the range of a sensor node. In this model, a mote receives messages from and sends messages to other motes within its communication range without any error. The transmission range is specified as the radius of this disc. With a transmission range of 10 units and a grid topology of 10 · 10 for each cell, only the adjacent nodes hear each other. With a transmission range of 15 units, the nodes at the corners of each other can also hear each other. That is, with a radius of 10 units a sensor node has a maximum of four neighbors (left, right, up, and down), whereas with a radius of 15 units a sensor node has a maximum of eight neighbors. We have used the default MAC layer protocol in TOSSIM, CSMA, which introduced message drops due to collisions during the simulations.
In our application scenario, a randomly selected sensor node generates a new information message every 6 s. A new information message is generated periodically between 18 and 120 s of the simulation lifetime. When the cache of a node is full and a new message arrives at the node (or the node generates a new message), one of the existing messages in the cache is deleted and the new message is put into this place.
Unless otherwise stated, we have used the counter based cache item deletion scheme with a counter of 4, an epidemic interval of 2048 ms, a buffer size of 8 messages, and a neighbor cache size of 15 entries. In the neighbor cache, we keep information about the neighboring nodes. Neighbor cache provides a list of neighbors from which a communication partner can be selected. The information in a neighbor cache entry includes the id of neighbor node, and some other node specific information. The epidemic interval specifies the length of one round of information exchange in the epidemic algorithm. In every epidemic round, each node selects a random time at which it executes the epidemic algorithm by pulling or pushing data from its neighbor nodes.
Our scenario, of course, is a scenario that can be valid for some type of applications, but definitely not for all. There are certainly other sensor network application scenarios where not all nodes but only a small subset of them are interested in a data item generated by a sensor node. There are also application scenarios where more than one node can generate information messages at the same time. For this paper we have focused on a single application scenario and evaluated the three epidemic algorithms for this single sample scenario. We basically aim to study the relative performance of these algorithms in a sensor network for the application scenario that we have used in this paper.
Simulation results
In the experiments, we first observed the delivery rate and message latency for the three types of epidemic algorithms over the course of the simulation period. We define the delivery rate as the percentage of nodes that received an information message. In finding this value, we take the average over all information messages disseminated in the network during a given time interval.
The average message latency is defined as the average amount of time between the start of disseminating a data item and its arrival at a node interested in receiving the data. Since some messages may not arrive at some nodes, their latency is set at infinity and we do not consider those messages in the calculation of the average message latency.
We compute the values of these metrics in a scenario where the number of nodes is 50 and the transmission range of nodes is 15 units. Fig. 1 shows the observed delivery rate of the three types of algorithms with respect to the simulation time, and Fig. 2 displays the average message latency of the algorithms.
The results show that the push-based epidemic algorithm starts the dissemination faster than the pull-based algorithm. This is understandable since we have a singe source injecting a new packet to the network at a given time. As time passes, however, the pull based algorithm reaches a faster delivery rate than the pull-push based algorithm and close to the delivery rate of the push based algorithm. When enough simulation time has passed and the delivery rate becomes stabilized, we see that the push based algorithm performs slightly better than the pull based algorithm but the difference is not very significant. Fig. 1 also shows that the delivery rate of the pull-push based algorithm is much less than to the delivery rate of the pull and push based algorithms. We think that this result is due to the buffer management strategy used during a message exchange operation in the pull-push based algorithm. In the pull phase of the pull-push based algorithm, the messages that will be sent in the push phase may be overwritten because of buffer overflow. This causes a reduction in the delivery rate of the pull-push based algorithm. The delivery rate of messages, however, is not 100% for any of the algorithms, as opposed to the observation of Vahdat and Becker [16] . They report a 100% delivery rate since they assume a buffer size of 2000 and dissemination of a total of 1980 messages. Under this situation, no deletion is required. Fig. 2 shows the average message latency of the algorithms. The figure shows that the latency of the pull-push based algorithm is the lowest; the latency values should be interpreted together with the delivery rates. The pull and push algorithms have high delivery rates and it is reasonable for them to have high latencies since they distribute information for a longer time. However, the pull-push based algorithm exhibits a lower delivery rate which means that it stops disseminating information quicker. As a result, the observed latencies are lower for the pull-push based algorithm. In addition, the pull-push based algorithm can disseminate information faster since both parties in communication can send and receive information at the same time. The figure also shows that the push-based algorithm has lower latency than the pull-based algorithm. This is also expected since the push-based algorithm can exchange data immediately when data is available, and in this way available data can reach neighbors and other nodes more quickly.
We have also investigated the reaction of the algorithms to the size of the network. For this experiment, we have set the transmission range of each node to 15 units and changed the size of the network to 10, 20, and 50 nodes. The nodes are again placed on a grid. Figs. 3-5 display the observed delivery rate for each of these algorithms for different network sizes. We can see that as the number of nodes increases, both pull based and push based algorithms attain similar delivery rates, whereas the pull-push based algorithm's delivery rate is much less. This suggests that for some type of applications using the scenario we have defined in this paper, pull-based and push-based algorithms can perform better when the number of nodes is increased in a sensor network. In other words, they are more scalable to the size of the network.
It is also important to investigate the bandwidth overhead of the epidemic algorithms over the network they are running. The bandwidth overhead can be due to various reasons: large packet headers, retransmissions, flooding, or control messages required during the exchange of data between nodes, etc.
The epidemic algorithms we use in the paper first resolve the differences between the data available at two nodes that would like to exchange data, and then the data is exchanged. In this way, a node does not receive an information message that it already has. This reduces the num- ber of redundant data messages in the network. But there is still bandwidth overhead due to the control messages used in epidemic rounds, while data messages are exchanged between neighbors. For example, the pull based and pullpush based algorithms periodically check for a new data message from a neighboring node even if they are fully synchronized.
Therefore, rather than relating the redundancy in the network to the unnecessary data transmissions, we relate the redundancy to the total number of messages transmitted in the network. Fig. 6 presents the overhead observed for various transmission ranges for 50 nodes. We see that the pull-push based algorithm has the least overhead compared to the others. This is because after resolving the difference, the pull-push based algorithm can send and receive more data messages. In pull or push based algorithms, however, data messages flow only in one direction. This behavior allows the pull-push based algorithm to synchronize faster than the others, and therefore the overhead of the pull-push based algorithm is less than the others. From the same figure we also see that the push based algorithm performs better than the pull based algorithm in our application scenario since the push based algorithm does not have to periodically poll neighbors for new message availability. The pull based algorithm on the other hand periodically checks to see if there is any new data available from its neighbors and therefore introduces more overhead.
We also wanted to see the impact of transmission range on the delivery rate of the algorithms. Fig. 7 shows the delivery rate of the algorithms for three different transmission ranges: 10, 15, and 20 units. Again the scenario involves 50 nodes deployed on a grid.
We observed that the delivery rate of each epidemic algorithm improves as the transmission range increases. For push based epidemic algorithms, for example, the delivery rates are 73%, 79%, and 89% for transmission ranges of 10, 15, and 20 units, respectively. As the transmission range increases, the connectivity of a node (i.e., the number of its neighbors) increases as well. And as the number of neighbors of a node increases, the delivery rate also increases. This is because the probability of a node receiving a message is higher when there are more neighbors. However, the contention in the network and the power consumption also increase with increasing transmission range. As a result, transmission range should be optimized with respect to the application scenarios. We have also investigated the effect of buffer size on the performance of the epidemic algorithms. We do not expect sensor nodes to have much memory and therefore the buffer capacity is a very precious resource; it can affect performance in terms of the delivery rate, since a message may have to be deleted when a buffer becomes full. To observe the effect of buffer size, we have taken measurements for three different buffer sizes: 4, 8, and 10. We have fixed the transmission range at 15 units, and the number of nodes in the network has been set to 20.
As can be seen in Fig. 8 , we have a better delivery rate for all of the algorithms as the buffer size increases. However, the difference is more pronounced for the pull based and push based algorithms.
We have observed that there is also a relationship between the buffer size and the length of the epidemic interval. This observation has been obtained with the push based epidemic algorithm. In Fig. 9 , results for the push-based epidemic algorithm with 4 and 8 message buffer sizes are provided for the following epidemic interval lengths: 1024, 2048, 4096, and 6144 ms. We have observed that with a buffer size of 8, the maximum delivery rate is 94% at 2048 ms interval length. However, we have had a maximum delivery rate of 70% with a buffer size of 4 at 1024 ms. We can draw the following conclusions from the results of these experiments. First, with a fixed buffer size, epidemic interval length has a specific value for which the delivery rate is maximum. For example, with a buffer size of 4, 1024 ms is the optimum epidemic interval length. Second, with larger buffer sizes, the optimum value of epidemic interval length is larger. For example with a buffer size of 8, the value is 2048. This means that if we want to extend the epidemic interval length to consume less power, and at the same time maintain a high delivery rate, we might extend the buffer size. Therefore, we can conclude that with a larger buffer size we can extend the interval length and still obtain similar delivery rates compared to lower buffer sizes.
Conclusions
In this study, we have made a comparative analysis concerning the performance of epidemic algorithms in the context of wireless sensor networks. Our results show the applicability of epidemic algorithms in this context.
The experiment results show that the pull based and push based algorithms perform better than the pullpush based algorithm in terms of delivery rate and scalability. The weak performance of the pull-push based algorithm observed in our simulations is in contrast to its good performance in some other application domains like replicated databases. We believe that the restricted memory resource of sensor devices is the cause of the relatively poor performance of the pull-push based algorithm.
As future work, we are planning to compare epidemic algorithms against protocols like SPIN which exploit the broadcast nature of the wireless medium. Another possible research direction is the investigation of power consumption by the epidemic algorithms discussed in this paper. 
